The sight was incredible. The police had taken charge and roped the
populace from the vicinity of that heroic slender stem, standing up there a
graceful thing on tiptoe, standing straight and true, until sixty tons in-
stead of the twelve tons required were on top of a shaft nine inches in
diameter at the tip on the ground, and the concrete was only eight days
of age. Slight cracks were now discernible in the upper pan of the shaft
where it splayed into the top. No more load could be put on without
sliding off, so I gave the word to break it, wanting to see where failure
would come first, although it was pretty evident where. A lateral push
against the shaft brought the enormous overload tumbling to the ground
causing a tremor felt to the surrounding streets. The shaft, still unbroken,
lay on the ground. The spreading head had broken off. The commission,
saying nothing, disappeared.
Their silence gave consent.
We went on with the building scheme -that had been trembling in the
balance but in the balance only up to twelve thousand pounds. The code
was satisfied at that figure of twelve thousand. Yes, silence gave consent.
We proceeded.
There were other tests. An amusing one wherein the circular metal
elevator and its enclosure was challenged. Could anyone get the car re-
leased from the outside? None of us could. But a clever operator appeared
from the bureau, who, having had much practice in picking elevator locks
by a means no layman could have thought of, did finally succeed in start-
ing it. So we lined the car with a transparent substitute for glass*
Such is the expert and his Bible—bis good old Code.
No doubt the Code as a check for the jerry-builder has saved some lives
where jerry-builders are the quarry. But it didn't save the new capitol
wing at Madisorx where code sizes were as prescribed but superintendence
was so faulty that I had my first lesson in building collapse while, in a
former chapter, you have seen me hanging on to the iron fence looking in
on Catastrophe,
THE CHURCH OF THE FUTURE
Here's to the good old Reverend Dr. Bums Jenkins of Kansas City,
Missouri, and his young right bower in the,, parish, Joe Cleveland, both
wholeheartedly trying to do the right thing "by the future ... but ham-
pered by two good Kansas City lawyers working with a zealous (not to say
jealous) building commission composed of one good 'old foundation man'
and one ex-architect (his clerk) both strictly of Yesterday.
So far as these building-committee lawyers were concerned, they never
cared much for that sort of thing anyway. But this church-of-the-future
business was all right enough, if Dr. Burris wanted it, though everything
must be strictly legal. *. as it is in heaven.
The church plans were hurriedly made because all were anxious to get
a start. Money was insufficient for needs but everybody, even the lawyers^
thought it likely, to be easier after we got going; So we tried to get going
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